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Whereas: Rollins College graduates are not represented in student government and have minimal avenues for student involvement. The opportunity for inclusionary legislation presents itself. Rollins Student Government Association has a chance to accurately represent our entire student body.

Whereas: Moving forward, Rollins College desires to uphold diversity and inclusion, in relation to student representation. In doing so, we recommend Crummer Graduate students become a represented class among the Student Body & SGA.

Whereas: Rollins SGA will collaborate with the Crummer Graduate School of Business Senator to receive insight on ideas, perspectives, and opinions on matters relating to SGA and the student body.

Be it Hereby Resolved, The Student Government Association of Rollins College will:

(1) Like other class senators the Student Government Association shall allow a Senate position for a Graduate Student to represent the Crummer School of Business and their students.

(2) A Graduate Class Senator will share all responsibilities of his/her senator counterparts including attending and participating during weekly meetings, voting on legislations, and joining a committee.

(3) The Graduate Class Senator well adhere to the additional bylaws like all other Class senators and Committee representatives.